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The microbiome’s capacity to shape the host phenotype and its mutability
underlie theorization that the microbiome might facilitate host acclimation
to rapid environmental change. However, when environmental change
occurs, it is unclearwhether resultantmicrobiome restructuring is proximately
driven by this changing external environment or by the host’s physiological
response to this change. We leveraged urbanization to compare the ability of
host environment (urban or forest) versus multi-scale biological measures of
host hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis physiology (neutrophil :
lymphocyte ratio, faecal glucocorticoid metabolites, hair cortisol) to explain
variation in the eastern grey squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis) faecal microbiome.
Urban and forest squirrels differed across all three of the interpretations of
HPA axis activity we measured. Direct consideration of these physiological
measures better explained greater phylogenetic turnover between squirrels
than environment. This patternwas strongly driven by trade-offs between bac-
teria which specialize on metabolizing digesta versus host-derived nutrient
sources. Drawing on ecological theory to explain patterns in intestinal bacterial
communities, we conclude that although environmental change can affect the
microbiome, it might primarily do so indirectly by altering host physiology.
We demonstrate that the inclusion and careful consideration of dynamic,
rather than fixed (e.g. sex), dimensions of host physiology are essential for
the study of host–microbe symbioses at the micro-evolutionary scale.
1. Introduction
Our growing understanding of host–microbe symbioses has begun to blur the line
between hosts and their inhabitant microorganisms [1]. In vertebrates, the most
intimate host–microbe symbioses occur in the intestinal tract, which harbours a
diverse bacterial community collectively known as the bacterial microbiome. Far
from passive, bacterial microbiomes can actively shape hosts’ phenotypes [2–4],
leading to theorization that the microbiome might confer rapid ecological adap-
tation to wildlife threatened by environmental change [1,5]. While intriguing,
this mechanism necessitates that the microbiome be plastic in response to environ-
mental stimuli, and capable of concerted change across populations. However, in
cases where analogous environmental conditions drive microbiome convergence,
it is unclear whether convergence is a result of direct bacterial response to external
environmental stimuli or the host’s physiological reaction to external stimuli.
Although at first glance a trivial distinction, clarifying the proximate mechanism
is consequential for our understanding of the host–microbiome relationship.

Studies of wildlife microbiomes often centre their discussions on extrinsic
mechanisms of diet and environment, with only cursory consideration of host
physiology. For example, although diet is thought to drive patterns of microbiome
convergence [6], recent analyses suggest shared ancestry and convergent digestive
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physiology better explain these patterns than diet [7,8]. While
environmental effects are important, focusing on extrinsic fac-
tors alone offers no insight into how stable host–microbiome
relationships are maintained (phylosymbiosis). Although
some studies consider host physiological variation, scrutiny is
often limited to coarse physiological measures like age [9], sex
[10] or reproductive condition [11]. These coarse physiological
dimensions often explain variation in themicrobiome; however,
they are also largely immutable to external stimuli, and are thus
unlikely to explain patterns of microbiome divergence between
environments. Furthermore, these immutable physiological
attributes are not heritable from a quantitative genetics pers-
pective [12]. Like emphasis placed on extrinsic factors, focus
on non-quantitative physiological traits offers little insight
into howphylosymbioses evolve and aremaintained.However,
we note that immutable traits (e.g. sex, age, reproductive con-
dition) can play a role in explaining microbiome dynamics,
especially when considering the underlying proximate physio-
logical traits (e.g. hormonal, metabolic and immunological
differences). Importantly, unlike sex, age or reproductive con-
ditions, these more proximate physiological facets are both
mutable in response to environmental conditions and heritable
quantitative traits [13,14]. Directly measuring dynamic com-
ponents of host physiology will provide greater mechanistic
understanding of how the host–microbiome relationship
evolves than the study of extrinsic factors alone or immutable
dimensions of host physiology.

The hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis is a
dynamic hormonal system that acts to maintain or restore
host homeostasis through the release of glucocorticoids [15].
As the mediator between a vertebrate’s perception of its
environment and a suite of physiological responses, the HPA
axis provides a useful universal measure of how host responses
to environmental stimuli could shape the microbiome. Change
in theHPAaxis has been demonstrated to affect themicrobiome
in laboratory models [16–18] and in free-living wildlife [19–22].
However, the laboratory approach of comparing control and
stressor-exposed animals under highly controlled conditions
that lack ecological reality makes extrapolating results to the
free-living organisms difficult. In contrast, while studying
free-livingwildlife ismore firmly grounded in ecological reality,
discretely delineating stressed versus non-stressed individuals
under these conditions is somewhat arbitrary. Instead, field
studies treat stress as a continuous metric by assaying glucocor-
ticoids, but researchers often quantify only a single measure of
HPA axis activity (e.g. plasma cortisol, hair/feather cortisol or
faecal glucocorticoid metabolites), which is problematic since
indices differ in the timescale of HPA axis activity they capture,
and thus are limited in physiological scope [23,24].

The context of timing is important, as stress responses of
differing durations canmanifest a myriad of physiological out-
comes. The microbiome will probably be affected very
differently by acute stress that mobilizes an organism’s
immune response [25] and stimulates intestinal mucus
secretion [26] than by the attenuated immunity [27] and
reduced mucus production [28–30] typified by prolonged
HPA upregulation. Furthermore, it is unclear whether only
an organism’s immediate physiological state matters, or if pre-
vious stress-based perturbation of the microbiome has
lingering effects. The effect that environmental stimuli have
on the microbiome may depend not only on whether an
HPA axis response is elicited, but the duration, frequency
and severity of the stressor.
We hypothesize that many environmental factors reported
to affect the microbiome do so indirectly, their influence trans-
lated to themicrobiome by an intermediary of host physiology.
For the first time, we directly compare whether a host’s
environment orHPA axis physiology is a stronger determinant
of intestinal bacterial communities by using urbanization as an
opportunistic experiment which exposes free-living wildlife to
an array of novel environmental stimuli. In doing so, we con-
sidered three measures of HPA axis activity in eastern grey
squirrels (Sciurus carolinensis) to determine how the timing of
HPA activation affects the bacterial microbiome. Upon a
multi-environment and multi-stress measure backdrop, we
predicted that measures of HPA axis activitywill better explain
bacterial microbiome variation than host environment and
demonstrate the necessity of accounting for host physiology
when parsing ecological patterns in the microbiome of
free-living wildlife.
2. Methods
(a) Study species
Eastern grey squirrels are common in both deciduous forests and
cities, their centuries-long colonization of which are uniquely
well documented from a historical perspective [31]. This coloniza-
tion of urban environments has undoubtedly been aided by their
broad dietary niche, which has allowed grey squirrels to capitalize
on anthropogenic food subsidies [32], which we predict would
affect their microbiomes. This dietary shift and a well-described
ecology and stress physiology [33] make eastern grey squirrels
useful for investigating interactions between the HPA axis and
microbiome within free-living wildlife. Furthermore, biomedical
findings from laboratory mice, from which much of our under-
standing of the microbiome stems, may help inform patterns we
observe in grey squirrels.

(b) Capture protocol
We trapped eastern grey squirrel adults (14 forest, 15 urban) over
32 consecutive days in the summer of 2016. The University
of Guelph campus served as our urban site (43°31052.3300 N,
80°13036.8000 W, Guelph, Ontario, Canada), while a 0.7 km2 forest
at the rare Charitable Research Reserve served as our non-urban
forest reference site (43°22052.1700 N, 80°20052.4600 W, Cambridge,
Ontario, Canada). Notably, the rare Charitable Research Reserve
is composed of forest fragments bordered by agricultural property
and sits in close proximity to the cities of Kitchener and Cam-
bridge. This site should not be considered a pristine natural
habitat; however, it differs markedly in biotic and abiotic factors
from urban landscapes. Furthermore, it is likely to be representa-
tive of the habitat to which eastern grey squirrels are now
relegated throughout much of their native range [31]. We captured
squirrels using tomahawk Model 102 traps (Tomahawk Live Trap
Co.,WI, USA) between 06.00 and 16.00, checking traps at 1 h inter-
vals. Upon capture, we transferred caged squirrels to a cloth bag
and checked at 15 min intervals for faecal pellets (usually present
after 15 min). Using forceps ethanol-washed between use, we col-
lected fresh faecal pellets which we stored on ice in the field before
transfer to −20°C for storage within 4 h of collection. After faecal
pellet collection, we transferred squirrels to a handling bag, and
within 5 min drew 1 ml of blood from the saphenous vein via
heparin rinsed syringe and created duplicate blood smears. We
recorded general physiological measures (mass, sex, reproductive
condition) and collected an approximately 3 × 3 cm patch of hair
from the outer thigh using an electric razor. Squirrels were given
a pair of unique alpha-numeric ear tags upon release to identify
re-captures and all procedures were completed within 20 min of
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transferring a squirrel from the trap to the handling bag. All cloth
holding bags were used only once within a trapping day and
washed between trapping days to prevent cross contamination
between squirrels.

(c) Quantification of HPA axis activity
We quantified three measures of HPA axis activity that differ tem-
porally in the physiological snapshot they capture [24]. Our first
and most acute measure, neutrophil : lymphocyte ratio (N : L), is
correlated with circulating glucocorticoids approximately 30 min
prior to sample collection [34,35]. Because this measure becomes
elevated soon after capture, it cannot be interpreted as a baseline
measure, but rather an immunological response to trapping
stress [34]. We posit that stressor-induced innate immunity is a pri-
mary proximate mechanism by which an acute stress response
drives change in the microbiome. As a direct immunological
measure of stressor induced innate immunity, N : L is a more
direct measure of this mechanism than plasma cortisol, a more
commonly used measure of acute HPA axis activity. Limitations
imposed by trapping live wildlife prevented time of capture stan-
dardization of blood draws, and therefore interpreting the causal
mechanism underlying N : L differences between individuals is
inadvisable. Regardless of the cause of N : L variation, N : L
offers a useful glimpse into grey squirrel physiological state at
the time of faecal pellet collection. Due to improper fixing of
blood smears, two urban squirrel samples were excluded from
analyses which included N : L as a fixed effect. Our second
measure, faecal glucocorticoid metabolites (FGM), provides an
integrated picture into HPA axis activity on the order of hours
prior to capture but is not affected by trapping stress [33]. We
extracted and assayed FGM using an enzyme immunoassay
(EIA) protocol validated for use in eastern grey squirrels [33].
Our third measure, hair cortisol, is reflective of circulating gluco-
corticoids integrated over longer periods (days to weeks [36])
and thus should be best in reflecting baseline HPA activity. We
extracted hair cortisol as per Davenport et al. [36] and assayed cor-
tisol using a sensitive (0.007 µg dl−1 detection limit) commercially
available salivary cortisol EIA kit commonly used for hair cortisol
quantification (Salimetrics, Carlsbad, USA).

(d) Sequencing and bioinformatics
Using QIAamp DNA Stool Mini Kits (Qiagen, Hilden Germany),
we extracted total DNA from 0.2 g subsamples of faecal samples,
which in other rodents are indicative of bacterial communities in
the large intestines [37]. Extracts underwent triplicate PCR ampli-
fication of the 16S rRNA gene v3-v4 region (515F-806R primers) at
MetaGenomBio Inc. (Toronto, Canada). Triplicate PCR products
were pooled for sequencing on an Illumina MiSeq platform to a
depth of 30 000 reads per sample. We then processed pair-end
reads in Mothur using a standardized amplicon processing pipe-
line [38], aligned sequences to the silva v132 reference database
[39] and assigned taxonomy to operational taxonomic units
(OTUs) clustered using OptiClust [40] based on a 97% cut-off. To
remove potential contaminants or sequencing errors, all non-
bacterial OTUs and OTUs which were not represented by at least
1 read in 10% of the samples were removed prior to analysis, simi-
lar to Knowles et al. [41]. OTUs were selected rather than exact
sequence variants (ESVs) as we were interested primarily in iden-
tifying putative functional mechanisms underlying microbiome
variation. The finer phylogenetic resolution offered by ESVs over
OTUs does not further our understanding of these patterns.
We rarefied OTU count tables to 4794 sequences per sample (rare-
faction curve: electronic supplementary material, figure S1) for
alpha diversity (see electronic supplementary material), non-
Euclidean distance matrix and nearest taxon index computation.
An unrarefied centred log ratio (CLR)-transformed dataset was
used for all other analyses [42].
(e) Statistical methods
We used general linear models to determine whether urban and
forest squirrels differed in indices of HPA axis activity. We
included sex as a fixed effect, and duration of time in trap (esti-
mated as the time between the last trap check and capture) in the
N : L model. N : L and FGM were log-transformed and hair
cortisol was Box–Cox transformed (λ =−1) to achieve normality.

To determine whether beta-diversity differed between urban
and forest squirrels, we performed univariate PERMANOVAs on
OTU matrices calculated using Jaccard [43], Bray–Curtis [44],
unweighted UniFrac [45] and weighted UniFrac [46] distances.
Next, to determine whether host physiology better explained
variation in phylogenetically weighted beta-diversity than environ-
ment we used a distance-based redundancy analysis (dbRDA) to
compare the marginal effects of environment, sex and HPA axis
measures on weighted UniFrac-computed matrices. The weighted
UniFrac measure balances both phylogenetic relatedness and differ-
ences in OTU relative abundance. Here, we emphasize theweighted
UniFrac distance measures over a phylogeny agnostic measure as it
more closely signals possible functional differences in the micro-
biome and is less likely to be biased by bacterial dispersal
limitation between study sites. To refine our understanding of the
taxonomic scales at which host environment and physiology act,
we performed additional post hoc dbRDAs of Euclidean distance
computed matrices of CLR-transformed datasets after successive
binningof sequences toOTU,genus, family, order, class andphylum.

To explore how dominant components of the microbiome dif-
fered between environments and sexes, or covariedwith measures
of host physiology, we next restricted our focus to the five most
abundant bacterial families (those representing greater than 5%
of all sequences). To determine which predictors most parsimo-
niously explained variation in the relative abundances of these
families, we used a multi-model inference approach [47], starting
from a global model parametrized by environment (urban
versus forest) and physiological (sex, N : L, FGM, hair cortisol)
terms. Within a multi-model inference framework, Akaike’s infor-
mation criterion (AICc) scores of models composed of all
independent variable combinations are compared. These contrasts
allow us to determine whether host physiology explains variation
in abundant bacterial families above and beyondwhat is explained
by environment, and vice versa. All model combinations were
tested using the ‘MuMIn’ package in R [48], and statistical
significance was determined from full averaging of AICc scores.

Finally, to infer changes in the strengths of deterministic versus
stochastic processes underlying community assembly in response
to changes in host physiology, we completed a nearest taxon index
(NTI) analysis using the ‘picante’R package [49]. Positive values of
NTI indicate that community membership is more phylogeneti-
cally clustered (indicating ecological filtering) than would be
expected by chance alone. Conversely, negative NTI values indi-
cate the communities are phylogenetically over-dispersed, and
thus strongly structured by competition [50]. The magnitude of
|NTI| is therefore expected to be proportional to the strength of
deterministic processes [51]. We tested for a relationship between
NTI and N : L, FGM and hair cortisol, fitting general linear
models to each separately, as well as to the first principal com-
ponent of a PCA of HPA measures which represented major
variation in HPA axis activity. All statistical analyses presented
were performed in R v. 3.4.4 (R Core Team 2018) using the package
‘phyloseq’ [52] unless otherwise stated.
3. Results
(a) HPA-axis activity
Our haematological proxy of acute HPA axis activity (N : L)
was higher in forest squirrels (2.9 ± 0.47; mean ± s.e.) than
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their urban counterparts (1.4 ± 0.32, t1,23 =−2.07, p = 0.05; elec-
tronic supplementary material, figure S2A), after controlling
for both sex and time captive in a trap. In contrast, our
intermediate measure (FGM) was greater in urban squirrels
(784 ± 129 ng g−1 of dried faeces) than forest residents (349 ±
57 ng g−1, t1,26= 2.77, p = 0.01; electronic supplementary
material, figure S2B) after controlling for sex. Finally, after con-
trolling for sex, our furthest back-casting measure (hair
cortisol) was higher in forest squirrels (127 ± 34 ng g−1 of
hair) than urban squirrels (54 ± 7 ng g−1, t1,26 =−2.27, p = 0.03;
electronic supplementary material, figure S2C).
(b) Beta diversity
Urban and forest squirrel microbiomes differed in the OTUs
present (Jaccard distance: R2 = 0.07, p < 0.001; figure 1a),
the differential abundance of OTUs (Bray–Curtis distance:
R2= 0.10, p < 0.001; figure 1b), the phylogenetic weighting of
unshared OTUs (UniFrac: R2 = 0.12, p < 0.001; figure 1c) and
the relative abundance weighted phylogenetic beta-diversity
(weighted UniFrac: R2 = 0.09, p < 0.001; figure 1d), based on
univariate PERMANOVAs. However, when the marginal
effects of environment, sex and stress measures were concur-
rently compared in a distance-based redundancy analysis
(dbRDA), only N : L (R2 = 0.07, p = 0.01) and hair cortisol
(R2 = 0.07, p < 0.01) were found to explain variation inweighted
UniFrac beta diversity (environment: p = 0.17; sex: p = 0.29;
FGM: p = 0.25). To determine the taxonomic scale at which
these effects were acting, we performed successive dbRDAs
after binning bacterial sequences to increasingly broad taxo-
nomic levels. Environment explained significant variation
only among closely related taxa (OTUs and genus), while hair
cortisol explained variation at higher taxonomic groupings
(genus to phylum; electronic supplementarymaterial, table S1).

To generate hypotheses as to what might underlie beta-
diversity in the microbiome, we focused our attention on the
five dominant bacterial families found in the grey squirrel
microbiome: Lachnospiraceae (44% of all reads on average),
Ruminococcacae (17%), Muribaculaceae (12%), Akkermansia-
ceae (8%) and Prevotellaceae (6%) (electronic supplementary
material, figure S3). When environment was the only term
fitted, the relative abundance of some of these families appeared
to differ between urban and forest environments. However, a
full multi-model inference analyses revealed that physiological
terms more parsimoniously explained this variation (electronic
supplementary material, table S2). Namely, hair cortisol
was observed to negatively correlate with Akkermansiaceae
(t1,27 =−4.32,R2 = 0.39, p < 0.001; figure 2a) but positively corre-
late with Lachnospiraceae (t1,27= 3.39, R2 = 0.27, p < 0.01;
figure 2b). Additionally, N : L was weakly positively correlated
with Prevotellaceae (t1,25= 2.44, R2 = 0.16, p = 0.02; electronic
supplementary material, figure S4), however the model fit was
greatly improved after removal of 2 outlying data points
(t1,24= 4.82, R2 = 0.48, p < 0.001; figure 3), corresponding to
squirrels in which Prevotellaceae was not detected.

Finally, to determine how host HPA axis activity affected
the form and strength of bacterial community assembly, we
completed an NTI analysis. NTI was negatively correlated
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with FGM (t1,27=−2.632, R2 = 0.17, p = 0.01), but not N : L
(t1,25= 1.714, p = 0.10) or hair cortisol (t1,27 = 1.497, p = 0.15).
However, a strong positive relationship was observed between
NTI and the first principal component of a HPA axis measure
PCA (electronic supplementary material, figure S5), such
that extremes in HPA axis PC scores were characterized by
stronger evidence for environmental filtering (t1,25 = 3.644,
R2 = 0.32, p < 0.01; figure 4).
4. Discussion
We sought to determine whether host environment or physi-
ology was a stronger predictor of bacterial microbiome
structure. The eastern grey squirrel microbiome differed
between urban and forest environments however HPA axis
measures better explained variation among more distantly
related taxa than urbanization. Similarly, HPA axis measures
more parsimoniously explained microbiome variation than
host sex. FGM had little explanatory power, leading us to
suggest that while HPA axis upregulation might remodel the
intestinal microbiome, resiliency of bacterial communities
makes stress experienced in the recent past less consequential
for deterministic assembly of microbiota communities than
an organism’s immediate physiological state. In contrast, the
strongest relationships we observed were between the micro-
biome and hair cortisol, which represents the most stable
baseline measure of HPA axis activity, and thus may be most
representative of the intestinal physiological landscape.

The close relatedness (OTU and genus) of bacteria
distinguishing urban from forest squirrel microbiomes
suggests that microbiome functional capacity does not differ
markedly between these two environments and that variable
selection has not played a substantial role in structuring
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inter-environment differences [51]. Instead, microbiome differ-
ences observed between urban and forest squirrels not
accounted for by host physiology might have resulted from
bacterial dispersal limitation [53] or exposure to different
environmental pools of microbial diversity. These results
suggest that ecological processes of drift and dispersal, not
just selection, might play an important role in driving micro-
biome divergence between host environments. In contrast,
the stronger phylogenetic signal we detected within bacterial
communities in response to HPA axis measures indicates that
changes in host physiology may reshape the ecological filters
imposed on resident microbial communities. Incidentally, our
nearest taxon index analysis also indicates that changes in
host physiology might affect the strength, not just the direction
of deterministic assembly. FGM concentration, which did not
correlate with beta-diversity in the microbiome, best explained
variation in NTI values. Consideration of how changes in host
physiology might modulate the relative strengths of determi-
nistic versus stochastic processes of community assembly is
an important next step for understanding the maintenance or
collapse of host–microbe symbioses, particularly within the
Anna Karenina paradigm of microbiome dysbiosis [54].

To explain disparities in the taxonomic scale at which
physiology and environment act, we draw on community
assembly theory, which posits that communities form as the
result of hierarchically structured ecological filters [55,56]. We
assert that host physiology is a higher-order filter than that of
the host’s external environment or diet. Before occupying an
intestinal niche and becoming a stable resident of the micro-
biome, a bacterium must first be able to colonize a host and
persist despite dynamics in host physiological state. Evolution-
ary familiarity between vertebrates and bacteria, and a deep
rooting of the gut–brain axis in vertebrate phylogeny [57],
might mean that the combinations of traits adapted to con-
ditions of reduced or elevated host HPA axis activity may
likewise be deeply rooted in bacterial phylogeny. Although
dietary differences between urban and forest squirrels might
favour different bacterial metabolic traits, and thereby drive
microbiome divergence as we predicted, the bacteria able to
exploit this new dietary niche are most likely to be drawn
from among those taxa able to surpass host physiological
filters. This perspective helps to reconcile the conflict between
hypotheses that function (not bacterial identity) matters for
host–microbiome relationships [58,59], with widespread
evidence for phylosymbiosis [60].

Mucin glycan production is one conserved facet of
vertebrate physiology, which probably acts as a primary
environmental filter during microbiome assembly [61]. Mucin
glycan subsidies are an important host-derived nutrient
source for bacterial communities. However, the enzymes
required to metabolize mucin glycans are not universal
among bacteria, which often specialize on either dietary or
host-derived energy channels [62]. Furthermore, the availability
of host-derived nutrients is dynamic; prolongedHPAaxis upre-
gulation, like that indicated by elevated hair cortisol, depletes
intestinal mucus [28–30]. We speculate that this mechanism
might underlie the negative relationship we observed between
hair cortisol and the mucin glycan specialist, Akkermansiaceae
[63,64], in contrast to the positive relationship observed
between hair cortisol and Lachnospiraceae, a plant fibre special-
ist [65] (figure 2). Interestingly, these findings echo patterns
observed in a dynamic in vitro gut model in response to
experimentalmucin glycan supplementation [66]. A comparable
in vivo mucin glycan supplementation in free-living wildlife
would be effective follow-up manipulation for parsing
causality in the correlative patterns we report. Notably,
Akkermansiaceae and Lachnospiraceae relative abundances
were higher and lower in urban squirrels, respectively.However,
environment was not identified as a significant term in multi-
model inference analyses when considered alongside hair
cortisol. This suggests that although these bacterial families
differ in relative abundance between urban and forest environ-
ments, an alteredhost physiological state is theunderlying cause.

Regulating microbial access to mucin glycan resources is a
conserved example of how vertebrates select for microbiome
gene content, rather than specific bacterial identity, when
interacting with the microbiome [58,59]. Since the HPA axis
is deeply rooted in vertebrate phylogeny [57], similar re-
balancing of digesta versus mucin glycan energy channels
in response to stressors experienced by the host could be a
conserved mechanism by which vertebrates regulate their
microbiomes. Trade-offs between mucin glycan and digesta
metabolizing bacteria are reported in laboratory mice
exposed to chronic stressors [67–69], HIV patients experien-
cing mucosal barrier disruption [70], fasting vertebrates
[71,72] and mammals undergoing torpor or hibernation
[73–77]. Although these studies typically discuss the bacterial
patterns observed within the context of diet or specific stres-
sors, homologous HPA axis responses across these biological
groups might provide an alternate or complimentary mechan-
ism. We suggest that mucin glycan production should be
considered of equal importance as the host’s dietwhen discuss-
ing proximate causes of patterns in the microbiome. Whenever
possible, researchers might consider quantifyingmucin glycan
production in the intestinal microbiome, as exemplified by
Dill-McFarland et al. [73].

Alongside bottom-up regulation of bacterial communities
through host subsidies (e.g. mucin glycans), host immunity
exerts strong top-down control [78]. While not overtly patho-
genic, Prevotellaceae is a family that contains members which
appear strongly mediated by host immunity [79,80]. This may
underlie the positive correlationwe observed between Prevotel-
laceae and N : L. Importantly, the reverse causality cannot be
discounted since bacterial translocation has been demonstrated
under laboratory conditions to prime host innate immunity
[17,81], and Prevotellaceae has been shown to trigger strong
host immune responses [82]. If a similar mechanism operates
under wild conditions, then our results and the well character-
ized correlation between neutrophil/heterophil : lymphocyte
ratios and acute stress in vertebrates [34] might have a bacterial
basis. Understanding the bacterial basis for this and other well
characterized eco-physiological phenomena is an exciting
frontier for wildlife eco-physiologists [83].

Ultimately, parsing causality in the correlative patterns we
report will require in-field manipulations. In this study
we have generated specific predictions for future directed
experimental testing. Nevertheless, we argue that urbanization
itself may be viewed as an opportunistic experiment which can
inform our interpretation of causality. Both the microbiome
and HPA axis could covary independent of one another in
response to urban environmental cues, however current under-
standing of the gut–brain axis makes complete independence
unlikely [84]. Similarly, it is unlikely that forest–urban micro-
biome differences wholly underlie adult HPA axis differences
between such disparate environments in free-living wildlife,
especially as the microbiome’s capacity to programme the
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mammalianHPA axis is attenuated after an early developmen-
tal window [85]. Therefore, our suggestion that differences in
stressors between environments affect host physiology, which
in turn affects resident bacterial communities, appears to
be the most parsimonious interpretation. However, future
experimental manipulations present exciting possibilities to
directly test these relationships.

Our findings do not indicate that environmental change
(urbanization) only affects the microbiome at a fine taxonomic
scale. Rather, large phylogenetic turnover observed between
environments may be driven by changes in host physiology.
When investigating underlying physiological mechanisms of
microbiome variation, we caution researchers to carefully
select their physiological indices of interest and, when feasible,
entertain multiple metrics. Comprehensive physiological
measures appear to better explain variation in bacterial com-
munity structure than indicators of an organism’s immediate
physiological state, or physiological state in the recent past.
However, the latter might better capture stochasticity in the
microbiome, an important but heretofore overlooked feature
of host associated microbial communities [54]. Finally,
althoughwe focus heavily on the importance of understanding
proximate mechanisms, change in HPA axis activity is an ulti-
mate physiological cause of microbiome variation that links
external environmental change to more direct physiological
mechanisms (e.g. immunity and host-derived nutrients).
Characterizing ultimate and proximate physiological causes
of microbiome variation, rather than relying on external
mechanisms, is necessary for advancing our knowledge of
host–microbe relationships, whether in pursuit of health bio-
markers, therapeutic targets or more complete fundamental
knowledge of host–microbiome phylosymbiosis.
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